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STYLIST
By Terra Harvell



You’ve learned to pull off one of the toughest skills as a hair stylist. You’ve
invested and succeeded in a training program or in a beauty school. You’ve

made the best choice to learn the Harper Ellis extension method. You’ve even
earned your official certification. You’ve joined a strong community of like-

minded hairdressers who appreciate the quality and efficiency of our method.
So congratulations—you’ve done the hard part!

 
But now you need to spread the word of your accomplishments and attract

some clients! Lucky for you, we have a few tried and true strategies to market
yourself as an expert extension stylist and THE hairdresser to come to for top

quality, lavish Harper Ellis hair. 
 

Congratulations!



Become a

It all starts with social media. Social media is one of
the best, easiest, and cheapest ways to get the word
out about your expertise and to establish an identity
as an extension authority. Think of your Instagram
feed as your personal portfolio. It’s a collection of

your past work and success. It’s also the best
testimonial you can have for potential future clients. 

 
First thing’s first: your Instagram bio. Feel free to
mention the Harper Ellis hair in your bio and your

mastery of the method. Don’t be afraid to call it like
it is and include “expert extension stylist” right under
your handle. And yes, sometimes it is that easy. Just
make sure you’re not all talk and back your claim up

with evidence!
 

Show is always better than tell. Make sure to take
some photos before, during, and after each

extension appointment. You can always publish
those side-by-side photos as a before & after post to

show the difference a Harper Ellis bundle coupled
with your incredible technique can make. But don’t

limit yourself to photos. Diversity your portfolio
with some IG videos, reels, and Tiktoks. Record a
few clips of the client’s hair before you work your
magic and after the big transformation, throw in a

few shots of you doing what you do best, and set it
to a catchy, trending song. Now watch the views,

likes, and eventually, the clients come in. 
 
 

 Social Media Maven



 
 
 
 

Even when you aren’t posting your
own work and happy clients, you can
still keep marketing yourself as an
expert on social media. Share tips,
tricks, and other helpful information
about extensions and hair care for
clients and other fellow stylists. The
more active you are and the more
valuable information you share on
your social media, the more your
following will perceive you as an
authority on all things extensions.

Social Media Strategy

And while it’s great to see
engagement and validation on social
media, don’t be discouraged when
you don’t get it right away. While
social media is an invaluable
marketing tool for your services as a
stylist, it comes with a dark side. It’s
easy to get stuck in a cycle of
comparison and self-doubt when
you put your precious work out
there on social media. But
remember, likes and comments
aren’t everything. Your work is
amazing, whether or not other
people show their appreciation on
social media. And even if you only
get a handful of likes, the only
opinions that truly matter are yours
and that of the client. Your goal on
social media shouldn’t be a number
of followers, likes, or comments. It
should be to build a lengthy,
impressive portfolio of your work. 



You may not always have enough clients to create consistent content on your
feed, especially at the beginning of your extension career. So what to do if you
want to show off your progress and your work when you don’t have the steady

flow of clients you deserve quite yet? Consider trading your services in
exchange for social media mentions and tags, especially with more highly
followed accounts. Find out if there are any beauty trade shows, fashion

shows, or even local influencers who you could collaborate with to get your
name out there on the beauty scene in your city. Attaching your name and

account to that of a nearby fashion show or content creator could bring in an
audience you wouldn’t have captured alone. 

 
Scout your local market and find any beauty brands or salons that would be

open to collaborating and cross-promoting with you. Volunteer your hard work
for photo shoots and other productions. When clients see that you are

involved in professional projects like brand shoots or fashion shows, they
realize that directors and entrepreneurs trust your skills for their

advertisements and become much more likely to trust you with their own hair.
And even better, once you get your name out there in your local beauty

industry, your peers might even send ladies looking for lavish extensions who
may have never found you otherwise your way.

 
 
 

Need More 
Content? 



Word of Mouth Marketing

But don’t be fooled: social media is not your only avenue for marketing yourself as the go-to
extension expert in your area. Word-of-mouth marketing is another powerful tool to build your

reputation as a specialist and draw in new clients. In fact, word-of-mouth referrals can be an
even stronger pull factor for potential clients than happening upon your amazing new profile
while scrolling on Instagram, especially if the referral is coming from a friend or someone they

already trust. Hair extensions are a huge change, so friends, family, and coworkers are bound to
compliment your clients after their transformation and ask where they got their beautiful new

mane. And your clients will be more than happy to give them your name if they’ve had a
positive, relaxing experience in your chair! 

 
 
 
 



Personal branding is all about communicating a clear message about what you do
and standing out from the rest. You might have to dig deep for this one: figure

out what makes you unique. Why do you stand out from the rest of the
extension stylists in your area? Here’s an easy one: you specialize in the best and
fastest method out there AND you use the highest quality, most natural looking
extensions available! Not every stylist knows about the power and the beauty of
the Harper Ellis method yet, so you are already ahead of the curve on that one. 

 
Take a moment and consider what you’d like to be known for as an extension

artist. Are your install times incredibly low? Is your custom colorization
incomparable? Are you the best at creating intricate, elegant styles with your
client’s new hair? Find your own strength and use that to remind your clients

why they should come to you and only you.
 

Make Your
Mark



Teach, teach, teach.
Learn, Learn, Learn.

 
Our certification program has given a great understanding of our process

and unparalleled experience. But the learning never ends. There is an
infinite amount of knowledge to be gained about installing, coloring, and

maintaining extensions–so much, in fact, that the learning stage of being a
hairstylist is life-long! No matter where you work or where you go, learn
from the stylists around you. Ongoing professional development is truly

the key to success in this industry. 
 

And once you have established yourself as an extension stylist worth their
salt, return the favor and share your knowledge and expertise with the

newer stylists around you. Offer your wisdom whenever you can and look
into hosting classes and other educational services to those looking for

more information on extensions. Clients are much more likely to see you
as an expert stylist if you are respected as an educator in your hair

community. 



Happy Marketing, 

Stylists!
You’ve taken the

biggest, most important
step of choosing Harper
Ellis, AND you’ve done

the hard work of
learning the method and

earning your
certification. Now it’s

time to enjoy the fruits
of your labor with an
influx of clients and
income! Marketing

yourself as THE expert
extension stylist

(because you truly are
one!) is the last step
before success. Take
these tips and go get

‘em!
 
 

Cheers to success,
 Terra Harvell


